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IMPORTANT: RED POWER CONNECTOR STRIPE/-12V IS TO TOP OF
LOWER 10 PIN CONNECTOR ON BACK OF MODULE.

ERD/SIR (Susceptible, Infected, Recovered) roots the ERD modular philosophy rmly in
a vampiric earth plague. Coded contagion and infection simulations and 8 bit processor
models have been ported from the infamous micro-blackdeath device, and placed under
control voltage (CV). ERD/SIR (white re-issue) oers a fully edged viral computation unit
including a central plague unit [CPU] acting as interpreter for selected instruction sets which
operate on the interior cells or sound-generating individuals (the simulation of a medieval
village within the synth). Instruction sets include masque (of the red death, courtesy of
E.A Poe), brainfuck, redcode, plain plague, programmable Turing Machine and SIR
simulation. ERD/SIR is a digital/analogue module which can be used as a stochastic,
chaotic pattern and waveform generator. The three knob controls and CV can be used to
change the speed of simulation and output voltage, the selected plague and instruction set,
and to actually input instructions into the plague processors.
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Layout

 The top knob (plague) and associated lower left CV in (plague) select which particular

combination of plague and CPU simulation is running.

 The middle (instruction) and associated lower right CV input an instruction into the

simulation. Note that these two knobs are reversed to distinguish them from speed.

 The lower speed knob and CV control the speed of simulation and of output.
 The lowest mid jack is the control signal output.
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Tech specs
8HP, 50mA at +12V, 30mA at -12V, 0mA at 5v. 3 CV inputs, 1 CV output, 25mm deep.

Uses and notes

Connect the power with red stripe/-12v to the TOP, patch CV out (lowest) into another
CV input such as 1v/OCT on a VCO. It's also useful to modulate the instruction CV (lower
right) with a changing signal such as an LFO, white noise source, or another ERD/SIR.
This makes things a bit more chaotic. Play with the speed knob and perhaps also modulate
the speed CV with another LFO or slow, chaotic oscillator.
Play with the plague knob (top) and see how the sequences change. Changes may also
manifest less directly over time as the village adapts. There are no hard and fast rules.
Changing plague simulation should get things moving if the villagers become stuck and the
output changes little.
The control voltage output extends from DC to around 200 Hz.
There is a ve pin programming header at the top of the ERD/SIR. This allows programming of the ERD/SIR with any kind of AVR programmer (eg. usbasp). The header has the
following pinouts from left with header at the top: GND, SCK2, MISO, MOSI, RESET.

Edition
This ERD/SIR white re-issue module is numbered ....
edition of 40.
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in a strictly limited

